XANES is known to be very sensitive to the structural and electronic details of the absorbing site. In particular, several workers have noted the potential of XANES for elucidating the local three-dimensional structure of the iron sites in heme proteins [ 1,2]. In order to clarify the specific correlation between spectral features and molecular structure, we have measured polarized X-ray absorption spectra for a series of Fe porphyrins.
1. The isotropic spectrum shows a broad peak with some evidence that multiple unresolved transitions contribute to this peak. In contrast, the two in-plane spectra show relatively narrow peaks centered at energies which depend on orientation.
In addition, there is a slight difference in energy between the peaks of the in-plane (e;, Fe -N) and the axial orientations. For the orientation in which e bisects two Fe-N bonds, a higher energy transition is observed at 7114.5 eV (assigned as predominantly 1s -d, 2 _y 2, is observed. The axial spectrum, with a peak at cu. 7113 eV, is consistent with the expected transitions 1s -dIZ,Yz. These data illustrate the potential of polarized measurements for simplifying the interpretation of XANES spectra. Figure 2a shows the in-plane polarized spectra of several 6 coordinate FE(III) porphyrins, and the Fig. 2b shows the corresponding axial spectra. The in-plane spectra for the 6 coordinate porphyrins are very similar to each other. This is reasonable since the structural variations in the porphyrin moiety are relatively minor.
In contrast, there are significant differences between axial and in-plane spectra. For example, the intra-compound variation can be as large as 3-4 eV. This suggests that. at least for these systems, bond length plays a major role in determining the absorption edge energy. Similar conclusions were reached by Bianconi et al. on the basis of theoretical calculations 141.
A careful examination of the in-plane spectra shows that the relative heights of the peaks in the 7160-7210 eV range vary from compound to compound. Given the polarization, it is reasonable to conclude that these changes are due to scattering from the porphyrin plane. A reasonable explanation for this result is that as the Fe-x* core expands, the interference between the low frequency N scattering and higher frequency C scattering changes. A generally similar conclusion was drawn 
